
Tips On How To Play Minecraft Java Edition On Android &
IOS With Pojav Launcher
 

Minecraft is considered one of the most well-liked video games on Android, although it’s not

as absolutely featured as the Java edition of the game that you’ll discover on desktop. You’re

incredibly restricted on the servers you'll be able to play on, and naturally, Java players have

an easier time modding their sport, too. Nevertheless, Premium content ’s truly doable to play

Java Minecraft in your smartphone, and it’s surprisingly simple to set up. You'll be able to

play on Android, jailbroken iOS units, and Chromebooks.
 

I had great success playing the game on my Google Pixel 6 Pro, although you’ll have better

results on any of one of the best phones with an Adreno-based GPU such as the OnePlus 9

Professional. Be warned: you’ll have to make use of a workaround to play Minecraft 1.17.1

as properly, and the newest Cliffs & Caves Part 2 replace (model 1.18.1) additionally requires

plenty of advanced steps. You possibly can take a look at the official Pojav Launcher web

site to find out more info, including how to install Optifine or Forge.
 

Still, this works surprisingly well, and there’s even a mouse pointer and touch controls that

you should use for navigating menus. You need to use Forge Launcher up to 1.16.5 for a

modded expertise, and Fabric is supported as well. The launcher is totally open-source on

GitHub. Incredibly, I had higher performance on the Google Pixel 6 Pro than I’ve seen on

some laptops, and that was without any optimisation in any way. Essentially the most

annoying a part of the expertise is that you simply can’t easily click on by tapping - you need

to carry down on the display to make use of a weapon. This gets complicated when playing

on PvP servers.
 

There are some recognized issues when enjoying utilizing Pojav Launcher, which are

outlined below:
 

- Minecraft 21w10a or newer are presently not yet supported because of the new GLSL

utilization. A workaround is offered and built into the launcher. 

 

- In 1.16 and up, spawn eggs banners are white (you possibly can repair this by switching

renderer to gl4es 1.1.5, solely works on 1.16 and up, don't use under this version, as the

texture will bug out when hitting a mob) 

 

- Controller mods aren’t working. 

 

- Random crashes can happen often on Android 5.x during game load or be a part of world. 

 

- With big modpacks textures might be messed up 

 
 

We want to warn users that you may be required to log in to their Microsoft or Mojang

https://premiumcontent.io/


accounts using the app, and that it is at your individual risk that you just achieve this. The

source code for Pojav Launcher is out there on GitHub, and the safest manner to test it out is

to audit the supply code and build it your self following the official instructions. I have been

using it with my private Minecraft account with the launcher downloaded from the Google

Play Retailer.
 

Pojav Launcher minimal necessities
 

Android
 

- Minimum: Devices with Android 5.0 (or later) and 1.5GB RAM 

 

- Recommended: Gadgets with Android 8.0 (or later) and 4GB RAM 

 

 

Chromebook
 

- Minimal: A Chromebook that helps Android apps with 2GB RAM 

 

- Really useful: An ARM Chromebook that helps Android apps with 4GB RAM 

 

 

iOS
 

- Minimum: Any iOS gadget with iOS 12 or later. 

 

- Really helpful: Any iOS machine with iOS 14 or later, and an A10(X) chip or later. Requires

jailbreaking to run the launcher. 

 

 

How you can play Desktop Minecraft on your Android smartphone utilizing Pojav Launcher
 

To get began, you’ll have to obtain Pojav Launcher on the Google Play Store. It’s a launcher

that mirrors the Minecraft launcher on desktop and requires you to log in to your Mojang

account. It downloads all of the necessary files including game assets from Mojang’s servers

and even packs its own Java Runtime Atmosphere (JRE).
 

Once you have the app put in, log in to your Minecraft account. Be sure to tap “keep logged

in”, so that subsequent time, you may tap “select account” instead. Select the version of the

sport that you simply want to play and click on play. It’s a reasonably easy process for earlier

versions of the sport, however, gets more advanced with newer variations.
 

For playing Minecraft 1.17, you’ll have to download JRE 17 on your specific machine and

alter the renderer from the settings accessed in the bottom proper. Select runtime manager,



add your new JRE17 zip file after which change your renderer to gl4es 1.1.5 with OpenGL

ES 3. It's going to say “no 1.17 supported yet”, however if you have JRE 17, then it's

supported. You may as well improve the quantity of RAM designated to the JVM from the

settings, which might be worthwhile doing when you run into efficiency issues, especially if

you’re taking part in with mods.
 

You can then click on “play”, and in case you get a warning in a dialogue box, click “play

anyway”. While you need to comply with the official instructions on how to install Optifine in

Pojav Launcher, you might come throughout difficulties when making an attempt to repeat

recordsdata to the

/sdcard/Android/information/web.kdt.pojavlaunch[.debug]/recordsdata/.minecraft folder due to

Android 11’s Scoped Storage adjustments. You should use the inner Android file explorer or

a computer to copy recordsdata into it, and you’ll need to modify totally different files in it

depending on what you’re configuring. Putting in the custom useful resource pack for model

1.18 will require navigating to this folder, and so will putting in sure mods on your recreation.
 

As for installing Optifine, that may even require switching again to both the inner Java JRE,

and to the original gl4es renderer. Not switching will cause the Optifine installer to crash

when launching, though as soon as installed, you’ll want to change back again to JRE17 and

gl4es 1.1.5 with OpenGL ES three to truly play. It’s advanced and it may be simple to lose

monitor of what it is advisable do, so your best wager is simply to comply with the instructions

carefully to make sure that you simply do it proper.
 

You probably have performance issues, there are a variety of issues you may attempt.

Crucial is decreasing the decision, which you can do from the launcher’s settings. Failing

that, you may as well follow the official optimization guide on the Pojav Launcher website,

which has a hyperlink to a pack of mods for Fabric 1.16.5 which will enhance your

performance. While nearly all of the mods are geared toward enhancing performance, there

are one or two in the pack which are also included for quality of life enhancements. Some

mods within the pack embrace:
 

- Sodium, a new rendering engine. 

 

- Starlight, a rework of the light engine. 

 

- FerriteCore, to reduce memory usage. 

 

- Smoothboot, to cut back the load instances for decrease-end units. 

 

- OKZoomer, for OptiFine zoom controls. 

 

- NotEnoughCrashes, to report extra particulars on crash logs and allow you to keep playing. 

 

 



Minecraft Java Version can often be a taxing game to run on lower-end laptops, but many

customers have had nice experiences running it on their smartphones. While it’s not perfect,

it is perhaps one of the simplest ways you possibly can take pleasure in the game with a few

of your mates if they play on a Java Version server and your pc or laptop isn’t highly effective

enough to run the Java edition of the game.
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